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Technologies such as renewable energy alternatives including wind, solar and biomass,
storage technologies and electric engines are creating a different landscape for the
electricity industry. Using sources and ideas from technologies such as renewable
energy alternatives, Research and Technology Management in the Electricity Industry
explores a different landscape for this industry and applies it to the electric industry
supported by real industry cases. Divided into three sections, Research and
Technology Management in the Electricity Industry introduces a range of methods and
tools including technology assessment, forecasting, roadmapping, research and
development portfolio management and technology transfer. These tools are the
applied to emerging technologies in this industry with case studies including data from
various organizations including Bonneville Power Administration and Energy Trust of
Oregon, from sectors including lighting and wind energy. The final section considers
innovation through these technologies. A product result of a collaboration between
Bonneville Power Administration and Portland State University, Research and
Technology Management in the Electricity Industry is a comprehensive collection of
methods, tools, examples and pathways for future innovation in the electricity industry.
For students planning further study after college, the Guide to American Graduate
Schools puts the necessary information at their fingertips. Completely revised and
updated, this long-trusted and indispensable tool features comprehensive information
on every aspect of graduate and professional study, including: • Alphabetically
arranged profiles of more than 1,200 accredited institutions, including enrollment,
locations, libraries and other facilities, and housing situations • Fields of study offered
by each institution and types of degrees conferred • Admissions standards and
requirements, recruitment practices, and degree requirements • Tuition costs and
opportunities for financial aid • Details on scholarships, fellowships, assistantships, and
internships Organized in a clear, straightforward, easy-to-use format, this is the
essential source with which to begin planning for the future.
An annotated world theatre bibliography documenting significant theatre materials
published world wide since 1945, plus an index to key names throughout the six
volumes of the series.
First Published in 2010. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Winner of an Outstanding Academic Title Award from CHOICE Magazine Encyclopedia
of Environmental Management gives a comprehensive overview of environmental
problems, their sources, their assessment, and their solutions. Through in-depth entries
and a topical table of contents, readers will quickly find answers to questions about
specific pollution and management issues. Edited by the esteemed Sven Erik
Jørgensen and an advisory board of renowned specialists, this four-volume set shares
insights from more than 500 contributors—all experts in their fields. The encyclopedia
provides basic knowledge for an integrated and ecologically sound management
system. Nearly 400 alphabetical entries cover everything from air, soil, and water
pollution to agriculture, energy, global pollution, toxic substances, and general pollution
problems. Using a topical table of contents, readers can also search for entries
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according to the type of problem and the methodology. This allows readers to see the
overall picture at a glance and find answers to the core questions: What is the pollution
problem, and what are its sources? What is the "big picture," or what background
knowledge do we need? How can we diagnose the problem, both qualitatively and
quantitatively, using monitoring and ecological models, indicators, and services? How
can we solve the problem with environmental technology, ecotechnology, cleaner
technology, and environmental legislation? How do we address the problem as part of
an integrated management strategy? This accessible encyclopedia examines the entire
spectrum of tools available for environmental management. An indispensable resource,
it guides environmental managers to find the best possible solutions to the myriad
pollution problems they face. Also Available Online This Taylor & Francis encyclopedia
is also available through online subscription, offering a variety of extra benefits for
researchers, students, and librarians, including: Citation tracking and alerts Active
reference linking Saved searches and marked lists HTML and PDF format options
Contact us to inquire about subscription options and print/online combination packages.
US: (Tel) 1.888.318.2367 / (email) e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com International:
(Tel) +44 (0) 20 7017 6062 / (email) online.sales@tandf.co.uk
This book goes right to the heart of what every professional and student needs to know above
all - how to effectively meet real-world lighting design challenges.
The new edition of the popular introduction to architectural lighting design, covering all stages
of the lighting design process Designing with Light: The Art, Science, and Practice of
Architectural Lighting Design, Second Edition, provides students and professionals alike with
comprehensive understanding of the use of lighting to define and enhance a space. This
accessible, highly practical textbook covers topics such as the art and science of color, color
rendering and appearance, lighting control systems, building codes and standards, and
sustainability and energy conservation. Throughout the text, accomplished lighting designer
and instructor Jason Livingston offers expert insights on the use of color, the interaction
between light and materials, the relation between light, vision, and psychology, and more. Fully
revised and updated throughout, the second edition features new chapters on design thinking,
common lighting techniques, and lighting economics. Expanded sections on aesthetics,
controlling LEDs, light, and health, designing with light, and color mixing luminaires are
supported by new case studies, examples, and exercises. Featuring hundreds of high-quality
color images and illustrations, Designing with Light: Provides systematic guidance on all
aspects of the lighting design process Thoroughly covers color and light, including color
perception, color rendering, and designing with colored light Explains the theory behind the
practice of architectural lighting design Contains information on cost estimating, life cycle
analysis, voluntary energy programs, and professional lighting design credentials Includes an
instructor resource site with PowerPoint presentations, test questions, and suggested
assignments for each chapter, and also a student site with flashcards, self-evaluation tests,
and helpful calculators. Designing with Light: The Art, Science, and Practice of Architectural
Lighting Design, Second Edition is perfect for architecture, interior design, and electrical
engineering programs that include courses on lighting design, as well as professionals looking
for a thorough and up-to-date desk reference.
What is 'performance'? What are the boundaries of Performance Studies? How do we talk
about contemporary performance practices today in simple but probing terms? What kinds of
practices represent the field and how can we interpret them? Combining the voices of
academics, artists, cultural critics and teachers, Performance Perspectives answers these
questions and provides a critical introduction to Performance Studies. Presenting an
accessible way into key terminology and context, it offers a new model for analyzing
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contemporary performance based on six frames or perspectives: - Body - Space - Time Technology - Interactivity - Organization Drawing on examples from a wide range of practices
across site specific performance, virtual reality, dance, applied theatre and everyday
performance, Performance Perspectives addresses the binary of theory and practice and
highlights the many meeting points between studio and seminar room. Each chapter takes the
innovative form of a three-way conversation, bringing together theoretical introductions with
artist interviews and practitioner statements. The book is supported by activities for discussion
and practical devising work, as well as clear guidance for further reading and an extensive
reference list across media Performance Perspectives is essential reading for anyone
studying, interpreting or making performance.
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This book addresses the contributions of design thinking to higher education and explores the
benefits and challenges of design thinking discourses and practices in interdisciplinary
contexts. With a particular focus on Australia, the USA and UK, the book examines the value
and drawbacks of employing design thinking in different disciplines and contexts, and also
considers its future.
Publications of the National Institute of Standards and Technology ...
CatalogPublicationsPublications of the National Bureau of Standards ... CatalogHandbook of
Description of Specialized Fields in Agricultral [!] EngineeringMetric HandbookPlanning and
Design DataRoutledge
Residential Interior Design Discover a practical guide to residential space planning, in this
room-by-room guide with up-to-date info on accessibility, ergonomics, and building systems In
the newly revised Fourth Edition of Residential Interior Design: A Guide to Planning Spaces,
an accomplished team of design professionals delivers the gold standard in practical, humancentered residential interior design. Authors Maureen Mitton and Courtney Nystuen explore
every critical component of interior architecture from the perspective of ergonomics and daily
use. The text functions as a guide for interior design students and early-career professionals
seeking a handbook for the design of livable, functional, and beautiful spaces. It includes
hundreds of drawings and photographs that illustrate key concepts in interior design, as well as
room-by-room coverage of applicable building codes and sustainability standards. The authors
also cover all-new applications of smart building technology and updated residential building
codes and accessibility standards. The book also includes: A thorough introduction to the
design of interior residential spaces, including discussions of accessibility, universal design,
visibility, sustainability, ergonomics, and organizational flow In-depth examinations of kitchens,
bathrooms, and the fundamentals of residential building construction and structure
Comprehensive explorations of entrances and circulation spaces, including foyer and entry
areas, vertical movement, and electrical and mechanical considerations Practical discussions
of bedrooms, leisure spaces, utility, and workspaces An overview of human behavior and
culture related to housing Updates made to reflect changes in the 2021 International
Residential Code (IRC) The latest edition of Residential Interior Design: A Guide to Planning
Spaces is ideal for instructors and students in interior design programs that include interior
design, residential design, or residential interior architecture courses. This edition provides
updated content related to CIDA standards in human centered design, regulations and
guidelines, global context, construction, environmental systems, and human wellbeing. It’s
also an indispensable resource for anyone preparing for the NCIDQ, the interior design
qualification exam.
To complement the critical and objective view gleaned from the study of some sixty buildings,
this design manual has been developed to provide a more synthetic approach to the principles
which lie behind successful daylight design. These principles are illustrated with examples
drawn from the case study buildings. The emphasis throughout has been on practical methods
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to improve design, rather than techniques studied for any intrinsic interest. The book provides
the necessary tools to assist the designer to provide well daylit interiors, and shows that good
daylight design is not a restriction on architectural expression but, on the contrary, acts as an
inspiration and foundation for good architecture.
International Conference on Architectural Research - ICAR 2015 RESEARCH THROUGH
ARCHITECTURE ISSN 2393 - 4433 ISSN-L 2393 - 4433 Descrierea CIP a Bibliotecii
Na?ionale a României Re[search] through architecture / ed.: conferen?iar dr. arh. Andra
Panait. - Bucure?ti : Editura Universitar? “Ion Mincu”, 2015. – (International Conference on
Architectural Research - ICAR 2015, ISSN 2393-4433, ISSN L-2393-4433) ISBN
978-606-638-112-3 I. Panait, Andra (ed.) 72 Graphic design: Andra Panait We acknowledge
the help in preparing this volume to the following peoples: assoc.prof. Daniel Com?a,
Arch.PhD; assoc.prof. Elena-Codina Du?oiu, arch.PhD; assoc.prof. Francoise Pamfil,
arch.PhD; lecturer Marina Mih?il?, Arch.PhD; assist. Daniel ARMENCIU, Arch.PhD, assist.
Oana DIACONESCU, Arch.PhD; assist. Mihaela ZAMFIR, Arch.PhD; assist. Raluca BORO?,
Arch.PhD student. © “Ion Mincu” Publishing House Bucharest Introduction Under the title
theme Re[Search] through Architecture, ICAR 2015 proposes a debate of the subject defining
some new principles of nowadays architectural design. In the XXI-st century, in searching of a
“style”, after Postmodernism, it is considered that new architecture based on algorithms and
parameters may offer new senses of space continuity and legibility. In opposite, the
contextualist and phenomenologist movements consider this approach as a formal and fragile
tendency, culturally un-sustained and which won’t prove its consistence in time as utopist and
futurist did. Topics like new avant-garde movement, stylistic searching, anachronistically
architecture, space continuities and correspondences, lived architecture or experimental
manifesto projects, the evolving of geometries, urban continuities or classical defragmentation,
functional zoning, social impact scenarios, space formalization, aesthetic and symbolic design
values, authentically or new built archaeology, sustainable design etc. will be presented and
debated under three main sections: Traditional versus Computational, Innovation and
Experiment, Archive – Utopia – Events. Built / Unbuilt. Assoc.Prof. Beatrice-Gabriela JÖGER,
Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania COMMITTEES General Chair Assoc.Prof. BeatriceGabriela JÖGER, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Local arrange chair Assoc.Prof.
Daniel COM?A, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Visual Identity, Publications
Coordinator Assoc.Prof. Andra PANAIT, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania SECTIONS
1. Traditional versus Computational Chair: Assoc.Prof. Elena Codina DU?OIU, Arch, PhD,
UAUIM, Bucharest Assistant chair: Assist.Prof. Oana DIACONESCU, Arch, PhD, UAUIM,
Bucharest 2. Innovation and Experiment Chair: Assoc.Prof. Françoise PAMFIL, Arch, PhD,
UAUIM, Bucharest Assistant chair: Lecturer Marina MIH?IL?, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest 3.
Archive – Utopia – Events. Built / Unbuilt Chair: Assoc.Prof. Daniel COM?A, Arch, PhD,
UAUIM, Bucharest Assistant chair: Assist.Prof. Mihaela ZAMFIR, Arch, PhD, UAUIM,
Bucharest CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT Assist.Prof. Daniel ARMENCIU, Arch, PhD,
UAUIM, Bucharest Assist.Prof. Raluca BORO?, Arch, PhD student, UAUIM, Bucharest
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE Prof. Byeong-Joon KANG, Arch, PhD, INJE University -Ghimbae,
South Corea Assoc.Prof. João MENEZES DE SEQUEIRA, Arch, Head of Architectural
Department, Ulusofona, Lisbon, Portugal Prof. Antonino SAGGIO, Arch, PhD, Sapienza
University, Rome, Italy Assoc.Prof. Maria VOYATZAKI, Arch, PhD, School of Architecture of
Aristotle Univer¬sity of Thessaloniki, Greece Assoc.Prof. Cosmin CACIUC, Arch, PhD, UAUIM,
Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Daniel COM?A, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania
Assoc.Prof. Codina DU?OIU, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Cristina
ENACHE, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. ?tefan GHENCIULESCU,
Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Celia GHYKA, Arch, PhD, UAUIM,
Bucharest, Romania Prof. Augustin IOAN, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania
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Assoc.Prof. Beatrice-Gabriela JÖGER, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof.
Zina MACRI, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Anca MITRACHE, Arch,
PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Françoise PAMFIL, Arch, PhD, UAUIM,
Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Gabriel PASCARIU, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania
Assoc.Prof. Alexandru PETRI?OR, Ecol., PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof.
Monica R?DULESCU, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Assoc.Prof. Claudiu
RUNCEANU, Arch, PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania Prof. Ana Maria ZAHARIADE, Arch,
PhD, UAUIM, Bucharest, Romania KEYNOTE SPEAKERS Juan P. HINESTROZA,
Assoc.Prof., Director of The Textiles Nanotechnology Laboratory, College of Human Ecology
of Cornell University, USA. Karin HOFERT FEIX, Arch., Profesor Titular E.U., Department of
Architectural Design, Barcelona School of Architecture ETSAB, Politechnical University of
Catalunya UPC, Spain Romolo MARTEMUCCI, Arch., PhD, Professor of Architecture,
Pennsylvania State University, USA; Director of Pennsylvania State University - Sede di Roma;
President of Pantheon Institute, Rome; President of Accademia Adrianea di Architettura e
Archeologia, Rome, Italy João MENEZES DE SEQUEIRA, Arch, PhD, MsC, Assoc.Prof., Head
of Architectural Department, Universidade Lusófona, Lisbon, Portugal Zuhal ULUSOY, Arch.,
PhD, Professor, Dean of Faculty of Art and Design, Kadir Has University, Istanbul, Turkey
Maria VOYATZAKI, Arch, PhD, Assoc.Prof., School of Architecture of Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, Greece
This book explores how lighting systems based on LED sources have the ability to positively
influence the human circadian system, with benefits for health and well-being. The opening
chapters examine the functioning of the human circadian system, its response to artificial
lighting, potential health impacts of different types of light exposure, and current researches in
circadian photometry. A first case study analyzes the natural lighting available in an urban
interior, concluding that it is unable to activate the human circadian system over the entire
year. Important original research is then described in which systems suitable for artificial
circadian lighting in residential interiors and offices were developed after testing of new design
paradigms based on LED sources. Readers will also find a detailed analysis of the LED
products available or under development globally that may contribute to optimal artificial
circadian lighting, as well as the environmental sensors, control interfaces, and monitoring
systems suitable for integration with new LED lighting systems. Finally, guidelines for circadian
lighting design are proposed, with identification of key requirements.

The standard incandescent light bulb, which still works mainly as Thomas Edison
invented it, converts more than 90% of the consumed electricity into heat. Given the
availability of newer lighting technologies that convert a greater percentage of electricity
into useful light, there is potential to decrease the amount of energy used for lighting in
both commercial and residential applications. Although technologies such as compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs) have emerged in the past few decades and will help achieve
the goal of increased energy efficiency, solid-state lighting (SSL) stands to play a large
role in dramatically decreasing U.S. energy consumption for lighting. This report
summarizes the current status of SSL technologies and products-light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) and organic LEDs (OLEDs)-and evaluates barriers to their improved cost and
performance. Assessment of Advanced Solid State Lighting also discusses factors
involved in achieving widespread deployment and consumer acceptance of SSL
products. These factors include the perceived quality of light emitted by SSL devices,
ease of use and the useful lifetime of these devices, issues of initial high cost, and
possible benefits of reduced energy consumption.
"Really does enable anyone from first year student to the established lighting designer
to learn more and improve" Focus, the Journal of the Association of Lighting Designers
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New technologies have made lighting more prominent in live performances of all kinds,
not just stage theatre, and in many courses lighting has been subsumed into
`performance lighting'. Performance Lighting Design is a practical guide to the art and
technique of lighting for the stage, concerts, and live events. The book will also cover
the use of projected images in performance including projected scenery on the West
End stage, in fringe shows, and on the stadium "rock" stage, as well as the use of
images from live camera and from other sources as "performers". The book will serve
students of lighting design and will also be accessible to anyone with an awareness of
technical theatre. Practical knowledge is combined with aesthetic and theoretical
considerations. The book will also address the difficult area of getting inspiration and
evolving design ideas through a broad range of performance genre. The author will
discuss the pros and cons of several computer based techniques, and incorporate 25
years of his own professional experience in the UK and Europe.
Today, architecture in China is at a watershed. Over the last decade, rapid urbanisation
and the burgeoning economy turned the country into a playground for the world’s
signature architects, making it possible to realise extravagant forms and structures at a
vast scale. The Chinese government has now drawn a line under this phenomenon by
issuing a directive calling an end to the ‘oversized, xenocentric, weird’ buildings
devoid of character or cultural heritage that have sprung up across the country,
requiring that urban architecture be 'suitable, economic, green and pleasing to the eye'.
This government directive comes at a time when homegrown architecture has become
increasingly self-assured and reflective in its approach. A new generation of architects
in China in their 30s and 40s are emerging, and in a wholly contemporary way they are
exploring local responses to often bewildering urban and rural conditions and serious
social and environmental challenges. This is often expressed through a revival of
interest in traditional street patterns, courtyards and gardens. At the same time,
architects are also recognising the opportunities to harness the potential of China’s
established manufacturing base to develop prefabricated building systems. Innovative
practices are employing new modes of working, such as research-based studio
teaching and exhibitions, field workshops, cross-disciplinary collaboration, laboratorybased practice, design think-tanks and collective projects, generating a vibrant culture
of design research. Contributors: Lu Feng, Murray Fraser, Xiao Fu and Wei You,
Xiahong Hua and Shen Zhuang, Xinggang Li, Yichun Liu, James Shen, Yehao Song,
Hui Wang, Shuo Wang, Xin Wang and Qiuye Jin, Philip F Yuan and Xiang Wang, Li
Zhang, Xin Zhang and Jingxiang Zhu. Featured architects: Archi-Union Architects,
Atelier Archmixing, Atelier Deshaus, Atelier Li Xinggang, Integrated Architecture Studio,
LanD Studio, META-Project, People's Architecture Office, SUP Atelier, URBANUS and
Zaoyuan Gardening Studio
This book contains 19 peer-reviewed papers on the subject of BIM in the construction
industry. These articles cover recent advances in the development of BIM technologies
and applications in the field of architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC)
industry.
"An essential reference resource for any architect or architect student, the Metric
Handbook is the major handbook for planning and design data. For each building type,
the book gives basic design requirements, principal dimensional data and details of
relevant building regulations. The book also contains information on broader aspects of
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design applicable to all building types, such as materials, acoustics and lighting, and
data on human dimensions and space requirements. Significantly updated, the new
edition of this work focuses on sustainable design practice to make projects competitive
within a green market. As well as a full revision, including additional new building types
and the latest updates to regulation and practice, the book features an improved new
layout with color images and text to make it easier to find vital information quickly.
Metric Handbook is a tried and tested, authoritative reference for solving everyday
planning problems - it is a must have for every design office desk and drawing board"-Daylighting is the process of incorporating natural lighting into the design of buildings.
The new edition of this concise resource makes theory, calculations, and execution
crystal clear with straight-to-the-solution examples and uncluttered language. In a
practical, applied approach, this book covers daylighting strategies, materials, and
methods of construction, including significant advances in lighting and daylighting
technology.
This thesis presents the evaluation, research, and written documentation of the process
in the lighting design of Lysistrata: A Woman's Translation. Chapter One contains indepth research specific to the production, an analysis of the script, and the statement of
goals, methodology and procedures. Chapter Two presents the design process during
the production and the implementation of the design processes. Chapter Three
discusses and examines the responses and includes a self-evaluation of the
production. The appendices contain research images, hand renderings and computer
renderings, drafting, and production photographs.
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